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Abstract
Nutritional aspects for sustainable development of livestock systems based on tropical pastures and fodders
Nutritional aspects of livestock production in concern to sustainable development is under review are reviewed. This rep-

resents a meaningful challenge to stockman, technicians, directors and researchers of the area. Application of sustainable animal

production concepts and nutritional principles for milk and meat production mediate in the interpretation and management of

biological factors that rule sustainable tropical livestock production. Emphasis is on potential and limits of tropical roughages

and basic aspects of digestive physiology and metabolism of ruminants in order to increase its alimentary efficiency. This way

converges to matching ruminant production systems with available resources and the placement for establishment adequate
feeding systems. The goal is to design production systems based on grazing, trees and shrubs for forage, byproducts, farm-

ing crops and its residues, as adequate supplements and complements. Objectives will be diversify, integrate and alimentary
self-sufficiency, based on scientific, economic, social and environmental elements. Tropical livestock sustainable production at
farm level and its rural and environmental bounds, posse a decisive space where principles for nutrition, feeding, management
of animals and plants, could increase productivity, stability, resilience and step up economic feasibility. A sustainable agriculture

requirement goes to the development of human resources and not only enterprising and technical items. The importance of a

rational use of natural and environment resources and an increase of human capability in order to an agricultural development
with sustainable basis is irrecusably.
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Introduction
Sustainable vaccine production in the tropics at the farm level and in its rural and environmental environment, has a critical space

where the application of principles related to nutrition, food and management of animals and plants, can increase productivity, sta-

bility and resilience and influence economic viability (Ruiz, 2017). The requirements for sustainable agriculture are essentially the
development of human resources and not exclusively business and technological development.
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It requires a rational use of natural resources and the environment and an increase in human capacities, which allow the develop-

ment of agriculture on a sustainable basis. The sustainable development of tropical animal production is a challenge for producers,
technicians, managers and researchers (Fernández-Baca, 1992).

In this area, updating the concepts of sustainable cattle ranching is indispensable (Becht, 1974; Altieri, 1995) to raise the level of

knowledge, essential to increase the biological and technical-economic efficiency of cattle ranching (Aquino, 1999). This is based on
the importance of applying nutritional principles to produce milk and meat and interpreting the biological factors that govern the
sustainability of beef production in tropical conditions. (Preston and Leng, 1989; Escobar, 1990).

In this context, emphasis should be placed on the potential and limitations of tropical bulky foods and on basic aspects of the di-

gestive physiology and metabolism of ruminants. (Bines, 1979; Chenost and Kayouli, 1997; Ruíz and Vázquez, 1983; Ruiz, 1984). This
offers elements to manage the animal in interrelation with its diet and increase the efficiency of use of food resources. In this way,
it will be possible to link animal production systems to available resources and provide guidelines for establishing adequate feeding
systems. (Preston and Leng, 1989).

These procedures will make it possible to design production systems based on grazing, use of crops, crops, by-products and agri-

cultural residues and integration of livestock/agriculture/forestry. The objectives of these projects are: diversification, integration and
food self-sufficiency, based on scientific, economic, social and environmental principles, to achieve sustainable vaccine production in
the tropics. (FAO, 1993; Ruíz et al., 2001; Reyes, 2001; Benavides, 2003; Martins et al., 2007; Funes Monzote, 2008).

The objective of the article is to review the main nutritional aspects for the sustainable development of livestock systems based on

tropical pastures and forages. The regional technological context is considered as a challenge for producers, technicians, managers
and researchers.

Sustainable Agriculture
There are multiple concepts and definitions of sustainable agriculture that exist today. (Delgado et al., 2002; Steinfeld, 2004). The

consensus points out that sustainable systems have the challenge of meeting the growing needs of present generations, without compromising the possibilities of future ones, essentially in relation to the use of natural resources. (FAO, 1992; Delgado et al., 2002).

In this sense, the ancient Hindu sentence “we do not inherit the land from our parents, we borrow it from our children” is illustrative.

Sustainable systems must satisfy seven fundamental aspects: 1/ Biological productivity. 2/ Economic viability. 3/ Stability over time.

4. /Resilience (flexibility, adaptation and recovery). 5/ Environmentally friendly. 6/ Social and gender equity. 7/ Cultural and religious
acceptance.

Animal production. Role of ruminants
Existing animal production systems can be framed in:
1. Poultry on a large scale and at yard level.

2. Pig farming on a large scale and at a small level on integrated farms.
3. Intensive and dual-purpose dairy.

4. Integrated agricultural and livestock farms.

5. Extensive grazing and transhumant grazing systems.

These systems, in the first place, are producers of protein of animal origin, which play a decisive role in nutrition and human devel-

opment. They act as transformers of foods of plant origin into others of high biological value for the human being.

The ruminant behaves efficiently with diets based on forage food resources, due to its ability to use vegetable fiber. However, in
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developed countries, 57% of cereals are devoted to animal consumption. (Leng and Preston, 2002). This situation indicates the unjustified competition between men and animals for the consumption of cereals (Pimentel, 2003).

Reid (1970) in analyzing the role of ruminants in the future, pointed out that cereals are more efficiently converted into meat by

poultry and pigs than by ruminants. In this analysis, the dairy cow may be more efficient in the production of protein for human consumption than the laying hen, even at average levels of milk production (3600 kg/lactation).

The production of beef is little favored in relation to the protein or energy available for human consumption from the digestible

energy supplied to the animal. However, the nutritional needs for meat production are simpler than for milk production, both in terms
of nutrient diversity and quantities. (Preston and Leng, 1989).

In addition, in the production of beef, it is possible to use agricultural and industrial by-products and residues of a fibrous nature,

non-protein nitrogen (NNP), grazing in marginal non-arable areas (rugged, coastal, and difficult to access) and low-cost resources that
do not compete with man or other animals in food or arable land (Ruíz, 2002; Ruíz and Álvarez, 2007).
Sustainable vaccine production in the tropics

Cattle production in grazing is the predominant system in Latin America and the most economical way to feed medium or low

production herds for the production of milk, meat and breeding cattle (Pérez-Infante, 1977; Pezo, et al., 1992). In this context, the

Sustainable Systems of Low External Inputs (LEISA) have been developed, which is discussed in several sources (LEISA magazines,

2017). These systems can increase their efficiency with the introduction of improved pastures, to evolve towards dual-purpose systems or by integrating with agricultural and forestry activities what is conceptually called Agroforestry (Funes-Monzote, 2008; EEPF
Indio Hatuey, 2016). Although in specialized dairy systems, it is more feasible to apply a greater degree of intensification. (Mc. Meekan,
1965; Martins et al., 2007; Ruiz, 2011).

The understanding and possible transformation of production systems and dairy agribusiness requires the analysis of their internal

and external environments, which show their complexity, due to the multiple factors involved. (Ruiz et al., 1999). In the study of these
factors, the farm is considered the core of the internal environment where the interactions and interrelations between the soil, plants

and animals are manifested, under the direction of man. It is affected by: labor, milking and milk quality, reproduction, equipment and

implements and animal health. In the external environment intervene: government policies, processing industries, intermediaries,
suppliers and the domestic and foreign market.

Sustainable vaccine production in the tropics implies the expression of the concepts presented on sustainable agriculture, animal production systems and the productive particularities of cattle in the environment of the complexities of production systems. (Ruíz and
Álvarez, 1997; Martins et al., 2007). The components are:
1. Organic nutrition.
2. Rational feeding.
•

Management and management of human, natural, material and financial resources

In the analysis of the components: Ecological Nutrition and Rational Feeding, it is necessary to address the nutritional principles

based on updated knowledge on the biochemical and physiological concepts that govern the nutrition of ruminants, applied to zootechnical practice (Ruíz, 1984; Preston and Leng, 1989). In addition, the basic elements for a rational management of grazing, within
the multiple interactions of the soil-plant-animal-man relationship, center of the cattle system.
Tropical food resources

The complexities of nutritional management of ruminants fed with tropical food resources to achieve sustainable milk and meat

productions, requires knowing and rationally applying the scientific principles of ruminant nutrition enunciated in this article.
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In tropical areas these bases have been studied and reviewed in recent years in animals fed with the various existing resources, in

topics related to the digestion and metabolism of the rumen and intermediate of the animal (Preston and Leng, 1989). The resources
for feeding ruminants can be classified into:

1. Fibrous: native, naturalized or improved pastures, agricultural and industrial residues and by-products.

2. Non-fibrous: protein meal of plant and animal origin, grains, mineral salts, sources of NNP, agricultural and industrial residues
and by-products.

Tropical grasses are the main food for more than 3 billion cattle, small ruminants and other herbivores, a fundamental source of

protein for the population of a large number of countries. (Pérez-Infante, 1977; Minson, 1990; Pezo et al., 1992). Ecological factors,
pasture structure, management methods and soil and seasonal variations are determinants in the quality and productive possibilities

of this forage germplasm (Minson and Mc. Leod, 1970; Stobbs, 1976; PérezInfante, 1989; Paretas, 1990). The main limitations noted
for tropical grasses are:

1. Low energy availability (high fiber and low digestibility).

2. Deficiencies of essential nutrients (mainly nitrogen and phosphorus).
3. Nutrient imbalance (low glycogenic energy).
4. Low consumption.

Voluntary consumption
The productivity of grazing ruminants is mainly limited by the amount of food they can voluntarily consume and the efficiencies of

digestion and metabolism (Arnold, 1970). For this reason, the conversion of grass nutrients into edibles by man will depend on the
magnitude of voluntary consumption and its limitations will reduce the overall efficiency of food processing into animal products,
essential elements for bovine sustainability (Reid, 1970).

The regulation of appetite by the animal is carried out by integrating the stimuli in the Central Nervous System (CNS), converted into

signals that trigger the receptors and specific detection systems (Anand and Brobeck, 1953). The signals, of a metabolic or sensory
order, will act in coordination through a complex system of nervous nature, with a substructure of reflexes, facilitated or inhibited by
centers in the brain (Brobeck, 1957), located in two areas of the hypothalamus:
1. Middle ventral hypothalamus, Satiety Center.

2. Lateral hypothalamus, Hunger Center and separately, the Rumination Center.

The factors involved in the regulation of voluntary consumption inherent to the animal (intrinsic), are linked to the digestion

and capacity of the digestive tract (physical factors) or on the other hand, to the use of the products of digestion (metabolic factors)
(Baumgardt, 1970; Bines, 1979). This implies the relationship with the digestibility of the food in the first case (Conrad et al., 1964) or
with the energy density of the ration in the metabolic causes (Baumgardt, 1970).

Voluntary consumption of the ruminant is limited by physical factors when the feed has a dry matter digestibility of less than 65%

(Conrad et al., 1964) or a digestible energy concentration below 10.8 MJ/kg MS (Baumgardt 1970).

In this range are tropical grasses and forages determined largely by their fibrous tenor, capacity of the reticulum-rumen (fibrous bal-

last) and time of stay of the food in the rumen (retention time), inverse of the speed of passage. The digestive content will be reduced

by rupture, absorption and by the passage of the remaining fractions to the back parts of the digestive tract. In this process, the content
of cell walls and lignin in the forage, rumination and the rate of passage, for the evacuation of the organ, are the factors that dominate
the physical regulation of voluntary consumption of fodder.
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The filling of the digestive tract, by rumin-abdominal distension, acts as a regulatory signal that once integrated by the hypo-

thalamus, will determine the amount of fibrous ballast that can be retained. This fibrous ballast will depend on the live weight and
physiological state of the animal (Ruíz and Menchaca, 1990) and by varying the physiological state of the animal and its nutritional
requirements, consumption would adjust to the new needs (Baumgardt, 1970).

The potential dry matter consumption could be estimated from the capacity of the animal’s fibrous ballast (age, weight, physiolog-

ical state) and the fibrous tenor of the forage resource. (Ruíz and Menchaca, 1990). The voluntary consumption of fodder is the most
precise criterion of their nutritional value, as it is a measure of the rate of digestion of cellulose, dependent on the lignification of the

plant (Minson, 1990). The constituents of the plant cell wall (cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, lignified nitrogen compounds and fiber-bound protein) limit consumption when they exceed 60% of the MS of forage (Conrad et al., 1964), which happens in most tropical
grasses, by occupying a space in the rumen for a longer time than the most rapidly digestible fractions (Thornton and Minson, 1972).

Among the factors not determined by the animal (extrinsic) are considered those related to the grass and its chemical-structural

characteristics and to the external environment in its climatic consequences, where other factors related to man or the environment
are added, without climatic implications. (Ruíz and Vázquez, 1983). In tropical legumes, the available evidence shows a different situation, since despite having a similar amount of lignin as grasses, they are digested more quickly and remain less time in the rumen

(Thornton and Minson, 1973). These authors have suggested that the higher packing density of legumes in the rumen conditions a
shorter retention time in the organ and greater consumption.

Consumption of tropical food resources decreases when the mineral content of the plant is below minimum acceptable levels. For ni-

trogen this occurs when its level is less than 1% of the MS of the forage, where its deficiency creates a primary lack of ammonia for the
microorganisms of the rumen, which affects their activity and consequently consumption. (Leng, 1990). Although more recent results

support the concept that degradable protein in the rumen is the main constraint for microbial protein production in tropical grasses,

where rumen filling is lower in natural grasses, related to low nitrogen levels in rumen and plasma content. (Panjaitanet al., 2010).
This is common in systems of low external inputs, based on natural or naturalized grasses, without fertilization, little investment in

rotation of paddocks and complementation, no supplementation. (Ruiz, 2010; 2011) or in rations based on sugarcane fodder without
adequate supplementation and supplementation (Ruíz, 2012).
Grazing

Grazing is the harmonious and mutually beneficial encounter between the animal and the grass, where the rational management of the

pasture is synonymous with good management (Voisin, 1963), based on the characteristics of the pasture (Voisin, 1963) and the needs
of the animal together with the priority protection of the soil. (Voisin, 1964). From the above principles, the maximum consumption
and production will be obtained by linking, the best animal, to the ideal grass at the right time, from the following elements:
1. Use the grass at the optimal time and according to the animal requirement.
2. Graze in the best times and environmental conditions of the day.

3. Supplement according to the balance of nutrients that the animal requires.

Ruíz and Vázquez (1983) point out that, in grazing, there are interrelations between the plant and the animal, which can quantitatively

alter the order and importance of some factors of variation, where the main ones that govern the consumption of the animal in grazing
are:

4. Availability and accessibility of sheets.
5. Selection possibilities.
6. Consumption speed.
7. Bite size.
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8. Digestion rate.

9. Rumen evacuation.
10. Supplementation.

11. Effects of the climatic environment.
•

Other biotic and abiotic effects.

The grazing animal performs a general meal, on a horizontal plane and a specific or selective meal on a vertical plane, which is the

result of instinct and experience. (Jensen, 2004). The ingestion component of animal grazing behavior, consisting of: search, grasping,
shallow chewing and swallowing, is oriented to the defoliation of the upper and denser strata of the lawn (Stobbs, 1976). For this rea-

son, the herb selected by ruminants has a higher content of protein and other digestible nutrients and a lower level of fiber than the
whole plant. (Stobbs, 1973a; Ruiz et al., 1981).

In all cases the leaves are more nutritious than the green or dry stems which are ingested in smaller amounts, rejecting the senescent

material. (Minson and Laredo, 1972), for a longer retention time in the rumen (Laredo and Minson, 1973). Consequently, voluntary

consumption and nutritional value will be affected by the number of species available and by the selection made by the animal. The

relationship of the plant complex with the animal complex, during grazing, makes evident the impossibility of understanding one,
without understanding the other. (Stobbs, 1975; Ruíz and Vázquez, 1983).

Stobbs (1976) points out that dry matter consumption can be increased by producing a high-density lawn with low stem content

and high leaf-to-height ratio, through leafy grass selection, fertilization, and grazing management.

In the animal complex it is necessary to answer What does an animal eat that grazes? How much can you eat? What factors govern

selection? The grazing ruminant has a wide range of potential food, in the form of plant species, with green or mature leaves, stems,
seeds and inflorescences. The physical, chemical and nutritional characteristics are particular and also with different densities and
physical apibilities, where the animal exercises a high degree of selection, depending on the level of available and accessible leaves. If

these are restricted, the selectivity will be low and the opposite when the availability increases, then the selectivity will depend on the
level of satisfaction of the requirements and the rumen filling.

Stobbs (1975) noted that, under grazing conditions, voluntary consumption (C) is a function of the time spent harvesting the feed

(T) and the rate of harvest, which breaks down into chewing rate (M) and bite size (B), where: C = T x M x B. In the different grazing
conditions, the animals will try to cover their requirements, the grazing time (T) will be short when there is abundance and quality in
the pasture, with a maximum of 9 hours. In abundant but mature pastures, grazing time is extended to 11 hours and between 7 and 8

hours in young pastures of temperate countries (Voisin, 1957). The limits of fatigue of the animal are reached when grazing around 12
hours, although in conditions of extreme scarcity, they can reach 13 hours of grazing (Stobbs, 1977).

The rate of consumption or chewing (M) indicates how easily the animal harvests the grass. Tender pastures show a decrease in the

rate of chewing at the end of grazing, due to the greater ease of harvesting and the nutritional requirements of the animal are met more
quickly (Stobbs, 1977). The most important component of grazing behavior with respect to consumption is bite size (B), expressed
in g/bite. This directly influences the grazing time (T) and the rate of consumption or chewing (M). When B is small, less than 0.3 g of
MO/bite, the animal needs more bites in the same time, or more likely, will have to increase T to consume the required grass. (Stobbs,
1973).

The bite size for young tropical grasses averages 0.34 g of MO/bite, reducing to 0.17 in mature grasses against 0.43 g of MO/bite in

temperate grasses. (Stobbs, 1973). There are variations by type, category and breed of the animal and above all by the characteristics
of the pasture: leaf yield, age of regrowth, density, accessibility and its vertical distribution. (Stobbs, 1973). The available and accessible leaves are the individual factor of greatest influence, manifesting itself in the decrease in the size of the bite, with the time of oc-

cupation of the quart, as the selective defoliation carried out by the animal is difficult. Similarly, the age of regrowth and grass species
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interact for an optimal bite size (Stobbs, 1973).

The dairy cow makes two large daily meals, which coincide with the sunrise and sunset, cool and pleasant hours (Voisin, 1957). The

time and daily distribution of grazing is also influenced by solar radiation and temperature, in the tropics about 50% is nocturnal and
the rest at the coolest times of the day (West, 2003). The existence of trees in the grassland favors day grazing, since the animals take
advantage of the shade and comfort produced by the trees to graze (Murgueitio et al., 2006).

The energy costs when harvesting the grass increase as grazing time increases. Low-quality grasslands, very large quarts, long

distances between grazing areas and milking and troughing grounds, increase energy expenditure and reduce the energy available for
production. This aspect can be aggravated in areas of undulating relief or rugged topography (Stobbs, 1977).

Quantitative information on the consumption of grazing animals in the tropics is scarce, more pronounced if we refer to lactating

cows (Vicente-Chandler (1976) estimated dry base consumption of 3.0% of live weight, for lactations of 4 800 kg in 305 days. Pérez

Infante (1986) in numerous experimental trials with Holstein cows in pastures with 400 kg of N/ha/year and irrigation, estimated dry
base consumption between 2.6 and 2.8% of the live weight.

Ruiz et al. (1981), in lactating cows in intensive grazing of cross-bermuda-1 (C.dactylonvc. coast-cross) fertilized and irrigated

with high quality with or without supplementation with concentrate, calculated in the animals of both treatments similar dry matter

consumptions, higher or very close on a dry basis at 3% of the live weight and 150 g/kg PV 0.75 /day. These figures allowed them to

calculate that the animals consumed 11.64 kg of leaves/day and used 93.9% of the available leaves and 3.80 kg of stems, 95.3% of
those available. The green material in its entirety (leaves + stems) was used at 95.3% and the stems at 21.3%, the senescent material
was only used at 11.9%.

This clearly shows the selection pattern of the animal when using a tropical grassland with high quality. (Ruiz et al., 1981). The use

of upper strata (above 20 cm) of this tropical grass, close to 94%, is similar to that obtained with temperate pastures. This information
suggests that in a good tropical grass with a management of the animal that allows its encounter with an ideal lawn, the upper strata
can be comparable in quality and use to the grasses of temperate countries and obtain high milk productions.

The corollary is that the rational management of grazing, applying the nutritional principles exposed and with the appropriate

methods and techniques, must offer an ideal pasture: dense, few stems and abundant leaves in the upper strata of the lawn, to achieve
adequate milk productions.

In tropical countries the concept of use must be handled differently, given by the heterogeneity of the lawn and the consequent pat-

terns of selection of the grazing animal. In temperate countries it is considered that there are no increases in consumption or animal

production when more than 20 kg MS/cow/day is offered. However, in tropical conditions when the availability of grass is less than 30
kg of MS of green material, milk production declines rapidly (Stobbs, 1975).

In these conditions the animal has difficulty obtaining the optimal bite size and achieving maximum grass consumption (Stobbs,

1973). Although high yields make it equally difficult to harvest feed, insufficiency in one case and inaccessibility in another, they can

restrict grass consumption in young or late stages of growth, although there is an optimal state of regrowth for each grass species
(Stobbs, 1973).

In tropical grasslands to increase milk production, the total use should not be high, since a corresponding availability of a hojoso

material accessible to the animal must be maintained. In different tests carried out in Cuba with lactating cows in grazing, the average

total utilization fluctuates from 40 to 60%, when good results are obtained (Martínez, 1978; Martínez et al., 1980; Pérez Infante, 1986).
Final considerations

The first application of knowledge to human development that marked an era was the Revolution of Agriculture in the seventeenth
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and eighteenth centuries, achieving an activity established and capable of organizing society on it. At present knowledge continues

to be applied to the earth, instruments, products, but above all it is applied to knowledge itself, because human resources are located
as the beginning, middle and end of changes. From the economic point of view, human resources acquire great relevance, since they
become the essential productive factor of competitiveness and of the society of the future.

The knowledge society, of the general and integral culture, based on qualified human resources, categorizes countries by their cre-

ative work capital, with prioritized work spaces for symbolic analysts, capable of generating and transferring knowledge to specific
economic activities, such as agriculture. With knowledge as a central element, education represents the cornerstone of the competitiveness of companies, economies and societies, where education and cooperation are democratic and leveling factors.

Education, training and information can qualitatively transform agriculture. The requirements for sustainable agriculture are

essentially the development of human resources and not exclusively business and technological development. It requires a rational

use of natural resources and the environment and an increase in human capacities, which allow the development of agriculture on a
sustainable basis.
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